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Whoever claims winning isn't everything
obviously has not spoken with an athletic
coach.Coaching the Mental Game offers
coaches of all sports a definitive volume
for effectively understanding an athlete's
mental awareness, which in turn will help
drive success. Author H.A. Dorfman details
appropriate coaching strategies aimed at
perfecting the player's mental approach to
performance. Coaching the Mental Game will
become the Bible for coaches who strive to
make their athletes the most complete
performers possible. Not only a wonderful
asset to athletic coaches, this book will
also prove to be a motivational resource
for workers in all industries as well as
in the game of life.
A must-have book by acclaimed author and
expert H.A. Dorfman that highlights the
crucial mental components involved in
hitting a baseball and playing the game,
components that are as important, if not
more so, than the intense physical regimen
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of an athlete.
Mental training is just as important as
physical training when it comes to success
in sport. And like physical fitness,
mental toughness is something that can be
taught and learned. Yet many young
athletes have not learned the
psychological skills needed to develop
their best game. This book was written
specifically for young athletes interested
in improving their performance and
reaching their potential in sport. Bring
Your "A" Game introduces key strategies
for mental training, such as goal setting,
pre-performance routines, confidence
building, and imagery. Each of the
seventeen chapters focuses on a single
mental skill and offers key points and
exercises designed to reinforce the
concepts. The book encourages athletes to
incorporate these mental skills into their
daily lives and practice sessions so that
they become second nature during
competition. Whether used at home by
student athletes or assigned by coaches as
part of team development, Bring Your "A"
Game will help young performers develop a
plan for success and learn to deal with
the challenges of pursuing excellence in
sport.
All coaches want to perform at their
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want toLife
be Ha
their
best
and coach their athletes to be their best.
High performing coaches, coach in the zone
and coach their athletes on how to perform
in the zone. Now you can learn to help
your athletes overcome self-imposed
barriers to being their best. You can
learn how to build leaders and champions.
You can learn how to have powerful
coaching conversations with your athletes.
You can learn how to instill confidence in
your athletes. Learn how to manage your
own thinking, emotions, and physical
states. This is book that helps you learn
how to be a more effective coach and not
simply read about being a more effective
coach. Performing in the zone is a
meditative state. To coach in the zone
more often, you can learn to meditate on
the right things in the right ways. You
can now work on your own mental game of
coaching with simple and powerful
meditations that take as little as 15
minutes per day. This book assumes you
have no knowledge of meditation.
Meditation may may not be what you think
it is. The chapters in the book include:
Coaching in the Zone, Coaching Leadership,
Coaching Champions, Being a Powerful
Coach, Coaching Great Practice, Being
Confident, Coaching Conversations, Being a
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Healthy Coach,
and Mental
Toughness.
How to Up Your Game in Sports, Leadership
and Life
Championship Team Building
No Nonsense Rules for Improving Your
Mental Game and Increasing Your Team's
Performance
A Guide for Coaches
The Score Takes Care of Itself
Lessons in Leadership and Life from a
Championship Program
The Competitive Buddha
A Handbook of Strategies for Performance
Enhancement

In this concise guide to mental
management, executive leadership and
team coach and former Navy SEAL, Jeff
Boss, teaches a blend of unique mental
training methodologies that will
enhance your self-belief, selfconfidence, and mental fortitude to
help you reach new levels of success no
matter what your profession is. Jeff's
unique WYSIWYG (what you see is what
you get) style of writing makes the
science of mental toughness easy to
read and relatable. With a client list
that ranges from high potentials to top
executives, Jeff demonstrates how to
pave the way for breakthrough potential
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mental Life
exercises
for
dealing with overwhelm. Specifically,
you'll learn: 1. Why understanding the
mind is the smartest thing you can do
2. Learn the 4 Mental Traps and How To
Avoid Them 3. The 3 types of focus and
why mastering them is fundamental to
success 4. Learn how to deal with
uncertainty and not by stymied by fear
5. Learn the 3 pitfalls of uncertainty
so you can anticipate and avoid them 6.
The truth about managing uncertainty 7.
Learn the neuroscience of change 8.
Become proficient in replacing negative
thoughts with positive ones 9. Create
more productive thinking habits by
understanding thought architecture 10.
23 exercises for dealing with
overwhelming pressure 11. Learn the
most effective path to building mental
fortitude This book is powerful-but
only to the degree that you are willing
to proactively put forth the focus to
be the person you want to be. The
lessons and techniques presented in
this book are essential reading for
anyone seeking greater success and peak
performance, whether it be on the
playing field, in business, or life in
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general. Whatever
personal
endeavor may be, whatever challenge you
may be facing, these lessons will
prepare you to move forward and excel.
Reach new levels of personal success
and performance as you learn, practice,
and apply these powerful concepts and
proven techniques.
Imagine sitting in a room with the
greatest football coaches in modern
history. The topic: Leadership. This
book is your own personal clinic with
the unprecedented chance to pick the
brains of the living legends on how to
run a championship level program. Part
1 is an Interview Q & A that covers
topics like: - Bill Parcells on
Developing a Coaching Philosophy Jimmy Johnson on Creating a Winning
Environment - Lou Holtz on Keys to
Great Leadership - Urban Meyer on
Turning Around a Program Part 2 is How
to Run Great Practices. Examples: Pete Carroll's Days of the Week
Practice Focus - Prepare Your Team for
Sudden Change - Recover from Losses
Quickly - Mental Game Keys for
Quarterbacks Part 3 is Coaching Plans
on Leadership, Motivation and Team
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Building. Examples:
- NickLife
Saban's
4
Most Important Coaching Lessons Locker Room Motivational Methods - Bill
Walsh's Ten Keys to Sustain Success
after a Championship Parts 4 and 5 give
you practical coaching idea to make an
impact on your team immediately and
over the course of a season. All 66
concise chapters give you action steps
that will get your team more W's.
The Mental Practice book series evolved
out of Dr. Chandon's experience
coaching athletes. He found that
athletes develop in their mental games
in predictable stages. The speed of
their development depends on how
vigorously they apply themselves in
their mental practices, physical
practices and competitions. When
motivated athletes are open to
learning, practicing the right things
in the right sequences and in the right
ways, they rapidly progress. The Mental
Practice series reflects the ideas of
progressive development modeled by the
martial arts. Mental Practice books IVII have different color covers to
signify that they are modeled after
martial arts development and the
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wearing of Indifferent
colorLife
belts.
The
different color belts in the martial
arts indicate mastery levels of the
students and teachers. The Mental
Practice book covers are yellow,
orange, green, blue, purple, brown and
black. As you develop in your mastery
of each book, you earn that color
"belt" in Mental Practice. You'll find
that as you progress through the books,
you'll be challenged to use your
imaginative and creative abilities
more. Imagination and creativity are
key components of a well-developed
mental practice. This book includes
separate and expanded chapters on
Confidence and Motivation. In addition,
you'll have additional mental practices
on leadership power words, mental
toughness power words, champion power
words, and health power words. You also
learn how to deal with negative
spirals, energy and body movement, all
emotions being good, dieting well, what
we way matters, and what to do when you
struggle. The most significant barriers
to success, breakthroughs and the
fulfillment of our potential are
ourselves. Life and sports serve us an
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unending amount
ofEveryday
challenges.
we
respond to our internal and external
challenges is the essential part of
whether we ultimately succeed or fail.
The key isn't whether we have success
or failures, what matters most is how
we choose to understand them, learn
from them, and keep moving forward.
Life and sports can subtly erode our
confidence, skill and motivation unless
we are actively working to build them.
This book gives you a powerful way of
working on your mental approach to
athletic performance. The essence of a
strong mental approach or" mental game"
is when we correctly manage our
thinking, emotions, and physical body
in ways that work the best for us as
individuals. We do that by regularly
working on improving our mental game.
We mentally practice. Now you have a
simple and effective way of mentally
practicing. You have a way of
discovering and correcting the ways in
which you are limiting or sabotaging
yourself. You can start to mentally
practice in as little as 15 minutes per
day. This book is for athletes who are
serious about fulfilling their
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potential. InDevelopment
of Life
a strong
mental game takes practice and
persistence. Development of a strong
mental game is similar in scope to the
development of physical skills in
sports. Think of this book as working
out. You're working out your mind and
training yourself to perform your best.
The individual mental practices are
grouped by topics. Mental Toughness
Developing Mental Skills Being a
Champion Handling Challenges Planning
for Success Being Healthy Training Well
Confidence Motivation Being a Leader
Being a Free Spirit Designing Your
Sanctuary Mental Practice Retreats Each
mental practice has some reflections
for you to consider and unique "Power
Words" after the reflections. Power
words are a simple sentence, phrase or
individual words that you use to engage
your imagination and help you focus as
you mentally practice, physically train
and compete. See how good you can be.
Start Strong for Teams facilitates the
development of three skill areas that
are critical for success, yet often
underdeveloped or overlooked;
communication, leadership, and mental
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skills. OurIn plan
simple,
effective,
and yours for the taking.
The Art of Coaching
How to Unlock and Unleash Your Team's
Full Potential
Eight Essential Building Blocks for
Taking Any Sports Program to the Next
Level
These Five Words Are Mine
The ParentÕs Guide to Raising Happy,
High Performing Athletes, and Giving
Youth Sports Back to Our Kids
My Philosophy of Leadership
Football Coach's Game Plan for
Leadership
A Young Athlete's Guide to Mental
Toughness
Examples of ineffective and even negative leaders
are all too abundant in sports. Poor leadership
attitudes are a great loss for players, coaches, teams,
schools, communities and society as a whole. To
become productive leaders, coaches, administrators
and parents need guidance and resources. This book
reveals what the most revered scholars and icons
from business and other leadership fields know about
leadership theory, research and practice--and applies
the results to the world of sport. This is a book
parents, coaches and administrators can use to
maximize their own leadership potential as well as
teach leadership to those under their charge.
An award-winning trainer draws on experience with
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such top athletes
as Michael
Jordan,Life
Kobe
and
Ken Griffey, Jr. to explain how to tap dark
competitive reflexes in order to succeed regardless of
circumstances, explaining the importance of finding
internal resources and harnessing the power of
personal fears and instincts.
The Confident Athlete teaches athletes, teams, and
coaches how to build and maintain confidence.
Stories and exercises are given to help ensure your
confidence stays strong regardless of circumstance.
Coaching like a Champion is about providing
solutions to the daily pressures and stressors coaches
face in their programs by focusing on the following: •
Fulfilling your regular coaching responsibilities in a
proactive, forward-thinking way • Incorporating the
eight essential building blocks into your coaching
style as you lead your team and execute your
coaching objectives and plan • Providing tools for
dealing with the challenges of coaching and teaching
others to live a life of excellence and fulfillment
There is no shortage of books on becoming a
champion but most relate to player qualities,
characteristics, and disposition. Coaching like a
Champion explores how coaches can attend to their
own work in building the mindset of a champion and
elevating their sports program to the next level.
There is no coincidence with the author using the
verb coaching in his title. It connotes action and
being intentional about your work. It cannot be
practiced from a conservative perspective. The best
ideas win, and the best ideas come from people who
dare to be different, to dream, and to do things that
no one dreamed possible. Dream big. Imagine what’s
possible. Coach with creativity. Be your own
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champion. There
are no limits.
Got Game
The Art of Motivation for Team Sports
The Mental Game Of Baseball
The Seven Secrets of Successful Coaches
Harness the Explosive Power of Three to Maximize
Your Mind, Life, and Business
The Mental Keys to Hitting
The Leader's Mind
Mental Toughness Training for Soccer

Why are 87% of people not engaged at work,
according to a recent Gallup global report? Among
the biggest reasons are lack of purpose, loss of
focus and inability to handle setbacks. To survive
and thrive in today s volatile workplace, you ll
need to be mentally tougher than ever. Many selfdevelopment books seem to have all the answers.
This is one book that asks all the right questions
and guides you to find your own answers ‒ like
how a personal coach would. - What would you
choose to work as if you had to do it for free? What task on your to-do list actually gets you closer
to your dreams? - How would you write your
acceptance speech when you succeed? - What
would Liam Neeson do? These strategic questions
will make you think. Some may make you smile. All
of them will help you up your game, discover new
perspectives, unlock hidden potential, get
unstuck on a problem, even get that promotion
or big job. Certified executive coach and former
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award-winning C-suite executive Victor Ng draws on
20 years of corporate experience in one of the
world s most competitive industries to take you on
a journey of personal discovery and professional
empowerment. Whether you re a fresh schoolleaver, ambitious young executive or seasoned
corporate-world veteran, you ll find the answers
you ve been seeking in this inspiring and
indispensable self-coaching handbook
The NSCAA continues their successful book series
The Best of Soccer Journal with this new highly
anticipated entry in the instructional soccer book
field. The book explores the Craft and Art of
Coaching. The best coaches in the US describe how
they get it done on the field. In addition, this book
explores the Last Frontier ‒ the mental side of
the game. Successful players and coaches must train
the mind as well as the body to succeed and master
the game!
Why is it that some athletes with the necessary
physical attributes never really excel? The answer
lies in the psychological challenges found in all
sport competition for athletes of all ages. Under
pressure consistent top performing athletes
acknowledge ?state of mind? as the key to success
in their performance. Such phenomena as
?momentum,? ?choking under pressure? and
?psyching out? are very real in sport
competition.This Mental Training Drill book
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contains over 30 different drills, tools and
techniques integrated throughout six fundamental
mental training concepts: (1) Ideal performance
State; (2) Self-Talk; (3) Performance Relaxation; (4)
Focus/Concentration; (5) Competitive Imagery; (6)
Over-training.In addition, there is an ?Additional
Resource? section that includes various articles,
suggestions and techniques to help the coach
understand and customize the mental training needs
of their athlete. This section contains tools and
techniques for the following areas: (1) Countdown
to Competition Play Book ? the last 48 Hours; (2)
Dealing with Mental Hurdles; (3) Fear of Failure vs.
Desire for Success; (4) Positive Motivation &
Punishment; (5) Effective Goal Setting & Goal
Getting; (6) Generational Differences; (7) Services
Provided by Center for Sports Psychology-Colorado
Springs; (8) bibliography ? Roberta Kraus, PhD.As a
coach if you are motivated to develop your athletes
into consistent top performers under pressure, then
mental conditioning should be included in your
training program. This mental training skill building
drill book help the athletes master the psychological
competitive edge needed for excellence in sport
performance.
I really enjoyed the read. The book is fun and
insightful, with solid leadership ideas for individuals
at almost any stage of their career. Well Done!!!
Alan Feldman, Chief Executive and Chairman, Midas
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International This is terrific. Great work and a
very interesting read. Congratulations! I m looking
forward to seeing you on the book tour. Jack
Kopnisky, Chief Executive Officer, Provident Bank of
New York I was aware of the patterns I
established which contributed to my success, but
after reading this book I realized some of those
same patterns created limitations. The Winning
Mindset provided me with both insight and practical
tools that fit my individual leadership style.
Sandra Stark, Fortune 500 Business Dev. Executive
This book belongs in every leader s library.
Whether you lead a family, a team, a major
corporation, a military organization or are trying to
get better at doing so, Alimena s insight and
wisdom provide a roadmap. His use of sports and
business lessons make for a truly enjoyable read.
Mike Plunkett, Capt, SC, USN (retired) and SVP, Loan
Operations, FMC
Maximizing Technical and Mental Mechanics
Interviews with Football Legends, Detailed
Organizational Plans and Coaching Strategies to
Build Your Team's Leadership Culture
A Plan for Team Success
Intangibles
The Coaching Zone
Commonsense Leadership
Start Strong for Teams - Facilitator's Guide
Coach Wooden's Leadership Game Plan for Success:
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12 Lessons for Extraordinary Performance and
Personal Excellence
The Moment of Impact serves as an inspirational
guide to personal change. It offers compelling
stories, teaching moments, and an introduction
to the Power of Three, the practice of using selfmanagement, clear thinking and mental strength.
These help prepare you to take more effective
action in the face of adversity, to overcome
moments of uncertainty and flux, and to make
the most of opportunities, both obvious and
hidden. The detailed stories and teaching
moments presented in the Moment of Impact
help you develop the inner strengths of mental
toughness, perseverance and grit. These
essential qualities aid you in becoming more
inner- directed rather than surrendering control
to any outside situation that is only momentary
or to the opinion of others. The Moment of
Impact offers you strategies you not only can
use but also bring about the results you want in
effecting personal change.
With over 50 years of combined coaching
experience, John Yeager and Jon Cunha pull out
all the stops in this book to guide coaches
through increasing self-awareness, empowering
their athletes, and evolving culture to maximize
team success and satisfaction. The Coaching
Zone is loaded with concepts, exercises, selfPage 17/35
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evaluation tools, and stories, combined with
insights from over 50 coaches to help expand
coaching wisdom and expertise.
This book is about developing Winners providing salespeople with the secrets Sports
Professionals have used over the years to help
them win in highly competitive environments.
For example, most top golf pros are all virtually
equal skill-wise - you couldn't pass a sliver of
paper between their ability, yet only one of them
can win each week. Only one can triumph. So
what is it that separates them - if not their skills?
The answer to this question is as simple as it is
profound; it's all about how they think! The one
that's mentally tough around the course, the one
that thinks right during the tournament - they are
the ones that win. And it's the same with selling.
How you think dictates your success, yet how
many of you involved in selling for a living have
ever had any guidance, training or coaching on
being Mentally Tough? The sales industry is
missing out on the key mental skills that the
sports arena uses to make champions - and in
the highly competitive world of sales - anything
that can differentiate you from the competition is
worth considering. Yes you need selling skills.
You need product knowledge. You need the
ability to plan and prepare. But what separates
the winners from the pack is how they THINK!
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This is not a book about how to present features
and benefits when selling - you should already
know how to do that and if you don't there are
plenty of great sources of learning out there that
cover such selling skills. This is about giving
you the performance edge, the mental keys to
unlock your true sales potential if you're
prepared to open your mind and take on board
tried and tested mental game principles
developed over years in the sports arena. If
you're ready to be taken out of your comfort
zone and perhaps challenge your current views
on how you see the world of selling - this book is
for you. The bottom line? Success is all in the
MIND, just ask any Sports Professional.
The modern day youth sports environment has
taken the enjoyment out of athletics for our
children. Currently, 70% of kids drop out of
organized sports by the age of 13, which has
given rise to a generation of overweight,
unhealthy young adults. There is a solution.
John O’Sullivan shares the secrets of the
coaches and parents who have not only raised
elite athletes, but have done so by creating an
environment that promotes positive core values
and teaches life lessons instead of focusing on
wins and losses, scholarships, and professional
aspirations. Changing the Game gives adults a
new paradigm and a game plan for raising
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happy, high performing children, and provides a
national call to action to return youth sports to
our kids.
The Confident Athlete
Develop Your Inner Coach
Principles and Techniques for Coaches and
Captains
Coaches' and Athletes' Mental Training Skill
Building Workbook
Coaching the Mental Game
A Guide to Peak Performance
4 Easy Steps to Build and Maintain Confidence
Managing the Mental Game
Buddha Can Improve Your Sports Performance and
Life “No other person has had more influence on my
thirty-six years of coaching than Jerry
Lynch.”—Missy Foote, Head women's lacrosse
coach, Middlebury College #1 New Release in
Coaching Hockey, Tennis The Competitive Buddha
is about mastery, leadership, spirituality, and the
Kobe Bryant Mamba Mentality. Discover how people
from all parts of the world have brought together the
Buddha and athletics for greater fun, enjoyment, and
pleasure during their performances. Connect
spirituality to sports. Learn what you need to keep,
what you need to discard, and what you need to add
to your mental, emotional, and spiritual skill set as
an athlete, coach, leader, parent, CEO, or any other
performer in life. Understand how Buddhism can
help you to be better prepared for sports and life,
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and how sports and life can teach you about
Buddhism. On the court, field, and beyond. Dr.
Lynch is an avid runner and biker and he has
coached athletes at the high school and AAU level.
He earned his doctorate in psychology at Penn State
University and has done extensive post-doctoral
work in the area of philosophy, Taoist and Buddhist
thought, comparative religions, leadership
development, and performance enhancement. Dr.
Jerry Lynch demonstrates how certain timeless core
Buddha values inspire you to embrace and navigate
unchartered waters and understand the Buddhamind and the Kobe Bryant Mamba Mentality. Become
a master coach of your own life. When it comes to
leadership and coaching, The Competitive Buddha
teaches how the best coaches today use the ancient
methods for our modern times. Learn specific
strategies and techniques for implementing this
special way to guide and lead. The Competitive
Buddha teaches: • Leadership Skills • How to use
Buddhism as an approach to competition • How to
master athletics and life Readers who enjoyed Win
the Day, Mamba Mentality, or Relentless Optimism
will love The Competitive Buddha.
Play your sport, not mind games ?Ben Loeb has
created an actionable guide to implementing sport
psychology in team sports, including extensive
exercises and self-assessment activities. With
seventy-five exercises for coaches and athletes to
use upping their game, Next-Level Coaching will give
you the competitive edge. This book will help you
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learn about: • Mental Toughness • Confidence •
Focus • Motivation and Motivational Obstacles •
Entering “The Zone” • Developing Mental and
Emotional Skills • Leadership and Team Building •
Character and Values Next-Level Coaching will help
any athlete, coach, or parent working with a young
athlete become more successful in athletics—and life.
Clear and concise steps to develop the confidence
and mental edge that sets you apart as a trailblazing
leader—the same approach thousands of
professional athletes have used to become
champions. The Leader's Mind taps into the same
tips and techniques honed by top-tier athletes, such
as how to get in a "zone," thrive on a team, and stay
humble, to become a champion at work and the
ultimate team player at home. Based on highperformance psychology research and Dr. Jim
Afremow’s two decades of experience providing
mental training services across the globe to athletes
and business leaders, The Leader's Mind will help
you master: Valuable leadership lessons through
powerful parables and stories from well-known
leaders. The actionable steps leaders must take to
change their thinking and become the leader they
want to be. The necessary mindset to push through
the challenges you face and take control of the
direction your career and home life are taking. Tips
and techniques to overcome seemingly
insurmountable odds and challenges in order to
excel. Stop struggling with the expectations you face
at work and at home by fundamentally changing the
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way you process what’s happening in your life. The
mental edge that sets elite athletes apart outlined in
this book will help you become the champion leader
you want to be.
Win the mental game before you ever step out on the
field Commonsense Leadership is the playbook for
leaders who want to win. From rallying the team to
hitting it out of the park, every leader needs to
understand the mental game. It's what separates
winners from survivors, and champions from second
place—it's what gives your team the edge, and the
strength to forge ahead through adversity. This book
shows you how to boost performance with tips and
advice gathered over 45 years of working with major
corporations and world-class athletes. Whether your
team battles on the field or in the boardroom, the
mental component is a critical factor in determining
outcomes—and left neglected, can become the
number-one driving force behind failure. A winning
team must be highly skilled, but they must also be
resilient, motivated, attentive, and ready to charge
the field. Skills can be taught, but the mental factor
comes from the environment and the leadership.
This book shows you how to boost performance,
with real-world solutions for instilling that razorsharp mental edge. Emerge from setbacks stronger
and more agile Learn to thrive on stress and play on
the emotional edge Build a culture and environment
that fosters motivation Adopt practical strategies for
leading your team to win When equal opponents are
matched, winning ultimately comes down to
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mindset. Although sports analogies are ubiquitous
in corporate leadership, the mental development
aspect is too often ignored—but those who play the
mental game and play it well have an unmistakable
edge. Commonsense Leadership reveals the secrets
to motivation and performance, with practical
techniques for building a winning team.
Mental Practice V
The Complete Guide to Developing Team Leaders
Whom Coaches Respect and Teammates Trust
Catch the Magic: Athletics the Mental Game
Changing the Game
Moment of Impact
1 Pitch Warrior Mental Toughness Training System
The Executive Warrior: 40 powerful questions to
develop mental toughness for career success
The Team Captain's Leadership Manual

Coaching the Mental GameRowman & Littlefield
Goes beyond conditioning and Xs and Os to
reveal an overlooked yet crucial part of
playing sound soccerthe mental game. The book
introduces numerous concepts, including
mental mechanics, performance barriers,
expanding player capacities, mechanical
breakdowns, automaticity of performing, and
mental-skills training strategies. Dr. Mike
Voight takes the most current research in
sport science, sport psychology, motor
development, and exercise physiology, and
distills it into easy-to-understand and apply
language that can be used by coaches at any
age and skill level.
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"Designed for
athletes
andLife
coaches
of
all sports, this ... manual details a proven
10 week leadership development program to
build effective team leaders."--Page 4 of
cover
Written by Coach Justin Dehmer, Former
Martensdale-St. Marys High School Baseball
Coach 88 Wins in a Row (2nd Longest Streak in
HS Baseball History) 3-Time State Champions
2010, 2011, 2012 3-Time State Coach of the
Year 2010, 2011, 2012 1 Pitch Warrior - Guide
to Mental Toughness is the key to unlocking
your full potential as a player or a coach.
Not only do the things provided in this book
allow you to find your true potential on the
field, but I am confident that they will
enrich your life off the field as well. Being
a 1 Pitch Warrior is about much more than
winning on the baseball field, it is about
winning the day, making the most out
opportunities that come your way good or bad.
It's about learning how to respond to
adversity and handle anything that baseball
or life has to throw at you. Within this book
you will learn many systems of success
including the 5 P's of Primetime Programs.
Playing for the present and trying to win
each pitch is broken down in great detail so
you will actually learn a cyclical process by
which you can help ensure that you're playing
the game as a 1 Pitch Warrior. You will learn
about measuring performance on skills and
strategies that have meaning and that matter
far more than just the basics like averages,
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RBIs, wins, etc.
Topics
will include:
B.A.S.E.2., A3P, Quality At-Bats, Quality
Innings, and others. The last part of the
book is dedicated to developing a vocabulary
among your coaching staff and players so that
you all use the same language in defining
what it means to be a 1 Pitch Warrior. These
terms can be discussed at practice or
assigned as daily reading for your players
before practice. Whether you are a veteran
coach seeking that first state title or a
high school player trying to make the
varsity, there is something for everyone in
the book. The 1 Pitch Warrior Mentality is
for anyone who wants to attack life and live
in the moment. Remember that the past is
history, the future is a mystery; we call it
the "present" because it is a gift. Here's to
unwrapping the moments in life that you
desire but have yet to experience. Good luck
on your journey as a 1 Pitch Warrior!
Mind Games
How Great Leaders Prepare, Perform, and
Prevail
Unlocking Your Potential in Business, Sports,
and Life
Master Your Mindset to Strengthen Your
Resilience for Limitless Personal and
Professional Excellence
Life-changing Insights from Coaching the
World's Best Cricketers
The Barefoot Coach
The Champion's Mind
Selling. Sports Psychology and Mental Game
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Secrets to Boost
Sales
Performance
“Each member of your team has the potential for
personal greatness; the leader’s job is to help them
achieve it.” —JOHN WOODEN Coach Wooden’s
Leadership Game Plan for Success presents a unique
opportunity to study under the man ESPN hails as “the
greatest coach of the 20th century.” Practicing
character-based leadership before the term was
invented, John Wooden consistently led his legendary
teams to victory and has since taught countless
business leaders his fundamentals for achieving and
sustaining success. Now, using this hands-on book
based on the acclaimed John Wooden Leadership
Course©, you can “interact” with Coach to learn and
apply his philosophy of world-class leadership. This
unique tutorial introduces you to his core fundamentals
of success as a leader and reinforces them with
examples, exercises, quizzes, and quotations. You’ll
learn how to Create a relationship of respect and
camaraderie with those you lead Remain alert to
opportunity, threats, trends, and changes Act with confi
dence—but never arrogance Practice moderation and
balance in all that you do Be a model of poise, grace,
and reason—especially under pressure Coach
Wooden’s Leadership Game Plan for Success drives
home Mr. Wooden’s trademark 12 Lessons in
Leadership and his famous Pyramid of Success. When
you base your leadership style and substance on
Coach’s straightforward attitudes, values, and
principles, you’ll lead your team and business to
success the Wooden way.
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The Crooked Rim
motivates,
inspires Life
and empowers
all
readers with practical tools and strategies to master
their own mindset, strengthen personal resilience and
develop resilient teams, and perform like a corporate
athlete to manage elevated expectations and
insurmountable stress. Through The Crooked Rim, Pam
Borton inspires hope, confidence, and a powerful belief
that resilience and mental toughness are attainable.
For more than 30 years, she has coached these
principles and guided elite NCAA players and now
corporate athletes to their own Final Fours...and she
shows readers that they can do it, too. It is a personal
playbook to master one’s own mindset for success. It is
filled with real-life experiences, positive psychology
and well-being exercises, emotional intelligence
insights, best practices, successes and
failures–everything an individual needs to be resilient
and mentally tough in the game of life. The Crooked
Rim teaches readers practical tools and strategies to
master a tougher mindset, strengthen personal
resilience and develop resilient teams, and perform like
a corporate athlete to manage elevated expectations
and insurmountable stress. It takes a holistic approach
to navigate barriers and to deliver the level of
excellence stakeholders expect today. It takes
optimizing more than one aspect of life to achieve
sustainable success. It takes the same approach elite
athletes use to train to be the best – they focus on the
physical, mental, emotional, and purposeful aspects of
their lives. While corporate athletes must train in the
same way to perform at their best, most try to
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accomplish thisInwithout
knowledge
or Ha
coaching.
The mind is the most powerful muscle in the body, and
it can either propel one to new heights or prevent one
from fulfilling their dreams. In The Crooked Rim, Pam
shows how to build the mental muscle required to
reach the next level and experience your own final
four.
The last lecture on leadership by the NFL's greatest
coach: Bill Walsh Bill Walsh is a towering figure in the
history of the NFL. His advanced leadership
transformed the San Francisco 49ers from the worst
franchise in sports to a legendary dynasty. In the
process, he changed the way football is played. Prior to
his death, Walsh granted a series of exclusive
interviews to bestselling author Steve Jamison. These
became his ultimate lecture on leadership. Additional
insights and perspective are provided by Hall of Fame
quarterback Joe Montana and others. Bill Walsh taught
that the requirements of successful leadership are the
same whether you run an NFL franchise, a fortune 500
company, or a hardware store with 12 employees.
These final words of 'wisdom by Walsh' will inspire,
inform, and enlighten leaders in all professions.
“Geoff Miller has devised a virtually flawless program
to assist anyone who aspires to become a winning
major league player.” —Roland Hemond, 2011 Baseball
Hall of Fame Buck O’Neil Lifetime Achievement Award
“One of the most remarkable books to come out in
years is called Intangibles by Geoff Miller.” —Collegiate
Baseball “Intangibles is filled with lessons and tools for
helping baseball players in all stages of their
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development.”In
—Fredi
Gonzalez,
Manager,
Atlanta
Braves “Geoff Miller is insightful in explaining the
mental aspect of baseball with real issues, simple
terms and practical solutions.” —Dave Littlefield,
Chicago Cubs, Special Asst. to the General Manager,
Pittsburgh Pirates General Manager (2001-2007) “I am
convinced that this book is one of the best
compositions written on the mental aspects within the
game of baseball.” —College Baseball Lineup “A must
read for athletes looking to gain a mental edge or
simply better identify their own strengths.” —Bryan
Minniti, Assistant General Manager, Washington
Nationals Foreword by Vince Gennaro, author of
Diamond Dollars: The Economics of Winning in Baseball
A must read for all baseball players, coaches, and
fans… Mental skills coach Geoff Miller has spent years
helping professional baseball players improve their
mental toughness—both on and off the field. Now, he’s
making these invaluable lessons available to everyone
who loves the game of baseball. From high school to
the Major Leagues, all baseball players struggle with
competition, pressure, and their own personal
challenges. This book, through inspiring stories about
professional baseball players in various stages of their
careers, as well as hands-on tips and questionnaires,
will help players evaluate and improve the mental skills
that are necessary for that competitive edge. In
Intangibles, you’ll find stories, instruction, and practical
applications that teach players and coaches how to put
forth their best mental games—portrayed through the
eyes of those who have experienced those learning
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moments firsthand
in theirEveryday
quests to Life
become
Major
Leaguers. From a local park’s baseball diamond to
dusty minor league dugout benches to the musty
concrete tunnels under Major League stadiums,
Intangibles meets players where they are, offering
specific ways to improve performance and outlook.
Players features in the book include Brandon Moss,
Nyjer Morgan, Nate McLouth, Ryan Vogelsong, Jason
Bay, Adam LaRoche, Matt Capps, among others.
Whether you hope to be a big league player someday,
or whether you simply want to play your best game,
this book is essential for all athletes who want to learn
how to overcome fear, build confidence, and develop a
mental framework for success.
How to Think More Effectively, Navigate Uncertainty, a
Next-Level Coaching
Coaching Like a Champion
Relentless
How Great Athletes Think, Train, and Thrive
Next Level Leadership in Sports
The Winning Mindset for Leadership
The Crooked Rim

"These Five Words are Mine" is a journey to
awareness through the stories of every day life. It
embraces the everyday conversations we have
with ourselves. It captures the connections we see
and those we live with others. It's an ordinary
perspective with perhaps different eyes. It's a walk
down that familiar road with all the lights on
instead of the one we so often take surrounded by
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darkness. It's a jolt of fresh air when you can't
breathe. It's days with a notebook, but not writing
so you miss out on what you can't see when your
head is down. The words are already so much a
part of us, they don't even need to be written. Just
felt. Have you ever felt a really deep connection to
someone else? To a feeling? To words? Author Jen
Croneberger brings awareness into our every day
life by connecting us to all of it. Through every day
stories, she takes us on a journey. One you will
likely relate to as well. It's time to take that walk
with eyes wide open. Let's begin..." Review: "Far
from an ordinary book. It is a friend. If read with an
open heart, not only do we realize we are not
alone, but we will never look at ourselves and those
around us the same."--Daniel Matos, Spoken Word
Artist.
The instant New York Times bestseller Remarkable
lessons in leadership and team building from one of
the greatest football coaches of our time. Urban
Meyer has established himself as one of the elite in
the annals of his sport, having lead his players to
three national championships. In Above the Line,
he offers readers his unparalleled insights into
leadership, team building, and the keys to
empowering people to achieve things they might
never have thought possible. Meyer shares his
groundbreaking game plan—the game plan
followed every day in the Ohio State Buckeyes’
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championship season—for creating a culture of
success built on trust and a commitment to a
common purpose. Packed with real life examples
from Meyer’s storied career, Above the Line
delivers wisdom and inspiration for taking control
and turning setbacks into victories for a team, a
family, or a Fortune 500 company.
Even among the most elite performers, certain
athletes stand out as a cut above the rest, able to
outperform in clutch, game-deciding moments.
These athletes prove that raw athletic ability
doesn't necessarily translate to a superior on-field
experience—its the mental game that matters
most. Sports participation—from the recreational to
the collegiate Division I level—is at an all-time high.
While the caliber of their games may differ,
athletes at every level have one thing in common:
the desire to excel. In The Champion's Mind, sports
psychologist Jim Afremow, PhD, offers the same
advice he uses with Olympians, Heisman Trophy
winners, and professional athletes, including: •
How to get in a "zone," thrive on a team, and stay
humble • How to progress within a sport and
sustain long-term excellence • Customizable preperformance routines to hit full power when the
gun goes off or the puck is dropped With hundreds
of useful tips, breakthrough science, and cuttingedge workouts from the world's top trainers, The
Champion's Mind will help you shape your body to
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ensure a longer, healthier, happier lifetime.
In this book, authors H.A. Dorfman and Karl Kuehl
present their practical and proven strategy for
developing the mental skills needed to achieve
peack performance at every level of the game.
Bring Your "A" Game
The Sports Leadership Playbook
Meditations for Great Coaches
Conversations With Life. My Journey to Awareness.
Five Words at a Time.
Above the Line
How to Use Sport Psychology to Educate, Motivate,
and Improve Student-Athlete Performance
The Best of Soccer Journal
Big-league Stories and Strategies for Winning the
Mental Game
The challenge for today’s modern coach is to
push players without risking burnout, inspire
them without bullying, and discipline players
without constantly yelling. While no two
coaches have the exact same approach to
motivating their team, there are certain
leadership skills coaches can develop to get
the most out of their team, no matter the
sport or the skill level. In The Art of
Motivation for Team Sports: A Guide for
Coaches, Jim Hinkson provides coaches with
details and tips on how to motivate their
team throughout the season. While most
coaching books cover individual leadership or
specific practice drills, this book focuses
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on how to motivate
the
entire team
through
setting goals, planning practices so as to
keep players engaged and improving, pregame
and postgame speeches, building quality
relationships, and redefining success as more
than just winning. In addition, this book
includes team-building exercises and team
behavior and value goals, stressing the
importance that coaches not only create a
successful team but also develop quality
people who will excel outside the athletic
arena. The many practical tips and keys to
coaching success provided in this book were
built from Jim Hinkson’s years as a
professional athlete and fine-tuned from his
decades of coaching experience. A clear and
comprehensive resource, The Art of Motivation
for Team Sports will be invaluable to coaches
at the youth, high school, and college
levels.
What Every Coach Needs to Know to Build a
Motivated, Committed & Cohesive Team
From Good to Great to Unstoppable
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